
Resources for Assignments, Quizzes, 
Exams, and Grading in Canvas 
 

Full length Session Videos (~20-30 minutes) 
 How do I create and collect assignments? 

 How can I make marking more efficient and effective (using SpeedGrader)? 

 How do I create a question bank for my quiz and survey questions? 

 How can I use quizzes and surveys for feedback, practice, and grades? 
 

Detailed Instructional Videos (~10-20 minutes) 
 Examinations Using Canvas Quizzes (including Formula Questions) – created by Andrew 

Kostiuk, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

 Creating a timed exam where each student receives a random set and order of 
questions (using Canvas Classic Quizzes) 

 Creating a written exam with different versions for different students using the Canvas 
Assignment tool 

 Creating a Formula Question in Canvas Classic Quizzes 
 

Bite-sized Resources on Common Questions (~5 minutes) 
 Understanding Timer, Availability, and Accommodation Settings for Canvas Classic 

Quizzes – if you are using the Quiz tool and have students that require accommodations, 
such as “time-and-a-half”, please review this post 

 Posting Feedback and Grades in Canvas – by default grades are released to students as 
soon as they are created in Canvas. To change this setting, review this post 

 What to do after students write your Quiz / Exam – how to review their responses, 
review an individual student’s quiz, fix errors in automatically graded questions, etc.  

 Creating a Classic Quiz using the Same Questions but in a Random Order 

 Duplicating Canvas Classic Quiz questions within Question Banks 

 Using Canvas SpeedGrader on an iPad using the Canvas Teacher App 

 Grading Discussions in Canvas 
 

https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=4052794e-9402-44a7-968d-abfa0142a805
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=298de9e2-a4e8-4f49-9236-abf901716b79
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=1920a481-e64d-45ef-b22a-ac0101784075
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=87106242-3de7-4f50-b7bd-ac08016a6806
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=03a9fe93-d2e4-45f9-9770-ac78013d7c33
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=e4b21953-abca-400f-81b1-ac0d012d1460
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=e4b21953-abca-400f-81b1-ac0d012d1460
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=fd7b77c0-75b5-41e7-9262-ac0e014ed0b1
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=fd7b77c0-75b5-41e7-9262-ac0e014ed0b1
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=fbc7e700-8a8c-4732-affb-ac0e017cb688
https://words.usask.ca/gmcte/2020/10/06/understanding-canvas-classic-quizzes-timer-availability-and-accommodation-settings/
https://words.usask.ca/gmcte/2020/10/06/understanding-canvas-classic-quizzes-timer-availability-and-accommodation-settings/
https://words.usask.ca/gmcte/2020/10/09/posting-feedback-and-grades-in-canvas/
https://words.usask.ca/gmcte/2020/10/07/students-finished-writing-my-canvas-classic-quiz-now-what/
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=38643f61-4494-4da3-95eb-ac8c0128d8d0
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=4b8678e5-8bd4-4090-b91b-ac8701121b51
https://usask.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=5cacb6e5-f158-4d9b-9de9-ac8701543c1b
https://words.usask.ca/gmcte/2020/09/29/grading-discussions-in-canvas/
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